Wet Cupping and Phlebotomy in Management of Oligo/Amenorrhea: View of Persian Medicine
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Abstract

Oligo/amenorrhea is one of the most common women’s complaints. The most frequent pathologic causes of this condition is polycystic ovaries that leads to unovulatory cycles. Because of insufficiency of treatment in conventional medicine, we studied view point of Persian Medicine. We searched main Persian Medicine references to collect important information about wet-cupping and phlebotomy in treatment of oligo/amenorrhea especially in patients with Polycystic Ovarian Syndrome. For gathering evidence that establish this idea, we searched main English and Persian language databases for studies about effectiveness of wet-cupping and phlebotomy on menstruation. Excretion blood from lower extremities especially saphenous vein phlebotomy and calves wet-cupping while massive blood excreting is recommended by Persian physicians in Ehtebas-e-tams (oligo/amenorrhea). From the 106 citations identified from electronic searches, at beginning, 3 ones meet our study objectives. These articles showed that wet-cupping effect on menstruation in women with PCOS and fertilization. Although any study didn’t find about effectiveness of phlebotomy on menstruation or fertilization, but majority studies show effect of phlebotomy or blood donation on decrease of insulin resistance. More research about treating this condition needed to confirm the affectiveness of phlebotomy or wet-cupping in treatment of oligo/amenorrhea.
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Introduction
Amenorrhea is considered as the absence of menstruation for three months in women that had regular menstruation or for six months in women with an irregular menstruation [1] and oligomenorrhea considered as menstrual cycle takes 35-90 days [2]. In the reproductive period, the most frequent pathologic cause of olio-amenorrhea is Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS); a prevalent reproductive endocrinopathy with prevalence of 5-15% among reproductive aged women [3]. This is a complex condition that diagnosed with irregular menstruation, hyperandrogenism and poly cystic ovarian morphology [4]. This syndrome has several none reproductive manifestations including metabolic disturbances such as diabetes, obesity and metabolic syndrome [5]. Nowadays the key roles of insulin resistance and hyperandrogenism in pathogenesis of PCOS is well known [6,7]. About 70% of PCOS women are insulin resistance [8]; however, the primary pitfall has not been recognized yet; as a result, there is no definite treatment option in term of cure, so treatment modalities are symptom based.
Besides the lack of cure, the longtime use of this medication are not safe and is associated with several adverse effect. Because of insufficient treatment and many unwanted complications in conventional medicine, alternative medicine is noticed recently [9]. Persian Medicine (PM) or Iranian Traditional Medicine as Unani Medicine is one of the oldest medical paradigms in the world that is based on humoral medicine [10]. In this form of medicine, the health is founded on equilibrium of four humors in body. If one of humors increase or decrease, disease is begun [11]. There are many natural pathways to create this balance such as defecation, perspire and menstruation that lead to exert the waste matters from body [12]. If menstruation is dropped in anyway, the overload of excreted materials can cause different disorders [13]. In PM “Ehtebase tams” is the closest term to amenorrhea [14]. The most distemperament that cause Ehtebas-e-tams is dominant of coldness with viscosity. This condition may create many other disorders such as obesity, fatty liver and cardiovascular diseases that may be attribute PCOS [15-17]. In this viewpoint, there are nutritional, pharmacological and non-pharmacological intervention in management of amenorrhea. Nutritional and pharmacological intervention are described in other studies [17-19]. Phlebotomy and wet-cupping are two important non-pharmacological curative ways that recommended [16]. Phlebotomy (which named Fasd in PM) is an important treatment that restores the equilibrium through bleeding from veins. In this technique inappropriate humours excreted through the gap in the vessel by a sword [20]. Wet-cupping (Hijamat in PM) is the process of using a vacuum on surface of the body, along with the use of incisions, to remove capillary blood. By this minimal procedure the harmful substances are removed [21-23]. This study is a review about the details of
Wet-cupping and phlebotomy in treatment of amenorrhea (especially PCOS) in view point of Persian Medicine texts and compare with new research.

**Methodology**

In this study, several main and famous Persian Medicine references were studied to collect important information about amenorrhea which include kanon fi al-Teb -Canon of Medicine- (written by Avicenna, 10th to11th centuries), Al-hawi fi al-Teb – Liber continents- (written by Rhazes, the most prominent clinician of the Persian Medicine, 9th to10th centuries), Kamil al-Sina fi Tibbiya -The Perfect Book of the Art of Medicine- (written by Ali ibn Abbas Ahvazi, also known as Haly Abbas, 10th to11th centuries), kholasat Al Hekmat-Gist of medicine-( written by Aghili khorasani shirazi 17th century) and Exir e Azam -Great Elixir- (written by Azam Khan, 19th Century). We searched the terms: hijamat and fasd in non-pharmacologic (amal-e-yadavi) chapter and Ehtebas-e-tams (amenorrhea) chapter. Then, we conducted a review and searched PubMed, Scopus, Google Scholar, and Science Direct for English language studies and SID, Magiran for Persian language studies documented from inception through to July 2017. Investigating hijamat and fasding using MeSH terms either, including “phlebotomy, venesection, blood donation” and “wet cupping, hijama” with “amenorrhea and polycystic ovarian syndrome”. The searches were restricted to English and Persian published papers.

**Results**

According to Avicenna’s point amenorrhea is described under title Ehtebas-e-tams and is defined as cessation of menstruation or menstrual flow at intervals of more than 30 days or decrease of amount of bleeding through menstruation [24,25]. Irrespective of physiological condition is divided to anatomical and functional disorders. Some anatomical disorders can cause obstruction in uterus or uterine vessels. Functional disorders are due to disequilibrium in four temperaments which are cold and dry dystemperament with excess of black bile, cold dystemperament with excess of phlegm and overt obesity especially abdominal obesity.

All above-mentioned physicians believed that fasd (phlebotomy) and wet-cupping have important therapeutic roles in this group of patients especially in obese women [25-28].

**Site, time and amount of bleeding**

Persian physicians recommended fasd or wet-cupping from various veins/sites for different purposes and diseases maybe by reason of vicinity or participatory with inflamed member/organ [29]. Since lower limbs are in line with uterine (mohazat), these mini-surgical procedures are recommended from lower limbs to motivate uterine bleeding in olio/amenorrhea. It is also recommended that these are done two or three days before time of her habitual vaginal bleeding to stimulate
natural uterine bleeding [25-27].

**Phlebotomy**
This method of bloodletting is recommended through saphenous vein or popliteal vein while standing up. The physician must pay attention to her stability and prepare necessary equipment.

**Wet-cupping**
Wet-cupping over calves muscles (4 fingers below knee and poster-lateral of calf) or talus bone (among lateral malleolus and heel) is recommended. Calves wet-cupping must be done after warm bathing with sitting position on the chair or standing up, repeated suction (thirty times) and with due attention to patient condition, massive blood volume (150-300cc (50-100 derham) must be excreted through deep incisions [28]. They mentioned that the physicians should be award about patient syncope in this procedure as complication [25-29].

**Current studies**
The literature searches revealed 106 articles, of which 103 studies had to be excluded. The majority (n = 94) was excluded due to ineligibility and repeated from reading title/abstract and full text of the 12 articles retrieved. At last, 3 articles included and rest of articles (n = 9) were excluded after retrieving their full text and evaluating their methods (descriptive or narrative reviews articles were excluded). Two clinical trials and one case study evaluated in this study. All of three studies investigate the effect of wet-cupping on menstruation or fertility. We didn’t find any clinical research about effect of phlebotomy on menstruation directly. Studies showed that wet-cupping can effect on ovulatory cycle. Abduljaber through a clinical trial study showed wet-cupping monthly in 59 infertile women lead to 12 (20%) pregnancy during 2-6 months and their serum LH and FSH level before and after intervention significantly decreased. Wet cupping was done in 13 different points of the participants’ bodies that had been candidate for artificial reproductive techniques (ART) at second day of menstruation [30]. There wasn’t comparison group and the cause of infertility and habit of menstruation has not been demonstrated in this study.

Praveen in a clinical study divided 40 PCOS participants with delay menstruation randomly to two groups. She recommended only herbal medicine drug in control group and herbal medicine drug with wet-cupping over the calves muscles at second and fourth days of treatment. Her study demonstrated that wet-cupping with herbal medicine drug is significantly more effective than herbal medicine drug single on menstruation in PCOS patients [31].

Also Begum in a case study showed repeated wet-cupping lead to recuperation of PCOS. In this study a woman aged 28 years with cycle menstruation more than 4 months due to polycystic ovarian syndrome treated by wet-cupping weekly over the calf muscles. After 8 sessions wet-cupping, menstruation...
occurred monthly and pelvic scan showed recuperation of ovaries [32]. Whereas this study showed noticeable improvement in treatment of polycystic ovarian, this isn’t enough for judgment and RCTs need to be done.

**Discussion**

This review study showed that thousands years ago Iranian physicians confirmed that phlebotomy and calves wet-cupping are therapeutic options in oligo-amenorrhea especially in PCOS. Furthermore, these procedures recommended for managing of PCOS related disease such as diabetes especially onset of disease [33]. Recent studies demonstrate efficacy of wet-cupping on regulating menstruation or fertilizing, though that methods of wet-cupping in these studies have not been similar.

However, we didn’t find any research bout effect of phlebotomy on menstruation, we found many studies about effectiveness of phlebotomy in management of metabolic disorders and diabetes that related to PCOS. A significant decrease in insulin resistance has been established in diabetic patients who donate blood 3 times (500 ml per time) during 4 months [34]. Facchini showed that blood donation in patients with nonalcoholic hepatitis result decrease of insulin concentration [35]. Another research demonstrated that blood donation can prevent diabetes in the thalassemia [36,37]. Other research demonstrate long term phlebotomy can decrease the risk of new-onset diabetes in chronic hepatitis patients [38]. Nowadays it is known that insulin resistance interrelated with the most patients with poly cystic ovarian syndrome and insulin resistance will be broken with blood donation.

Considering the explained these manipulations, it seems that amount of blood excreted must be massive that conceives decrease of serum iron. Recent studies show reducing of serum iron can lead insulin resistance to decrease, which confirm Persian physicians’ viewpoints. On the other hand, a few studies show that wet-cupping apart from amount of blood excreted is effective in ovulatory cycle, decrease of blood sugar, glycosylated hemoglobin and temporary serum Iron [23,39-40]. Thus wet-cupping and phlebotomy could be notable and more studies are needed to explain the affectiveness, mechanism and relationship of phlebotomy and wet-cupping in treatment of PCOS.
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